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Book Description 
Hot Crossed Buns is a collection of spanking short stories that 
include erotic, play and discipline scenarios.  The stories are 
filled with adult women and men of various shapes and ages 
who enjoy giving and/or getting spanked. 
 
The stories range from purchasing domination services in 
“Store Bought Pain” to fun and discipline in the office in 
“Gee, Thanks Boss” and “Office Pranks, Office Spanks” to a 
daughter’s punishment in “My Butt Belongs To Daddy” and 
much, much more.  This erotic, play and discipline collection 
of spanking short stories will both titillate and excite you.  
From bare hands, paddles, birch rods, canes and more, you’ll 
see it all. 
 
 
About the Author 
Susan Kohler, a native Californian, is an active member in the 
spanking scene and has both seen and done most, if not all, of 
what she writes about.  She has written a fun, titillating and 
enjoyable collection of short stories that reflects how 
wonderful the people in the scene really are. 
 
Susan Kohler’s 1st book, The Paddle Club, is a fun, romantic 
and erotic spanking novel.  She is working on her 3rd book, 
Another Batch of Warm buns, a second collection of short 
spanking stories.  Finally, she is also working on her 2nd full 
length novel, The Heart of the Beast.  It’s an adult take on 
Beauty and the Beast.  While not a purely spanking novel, it 
does have several spanking scenes. 
 
The second collection of short spanking stories and Susan 
Kohler’s 2nd novel are scheduled to be published in 2007. 
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